Car-independent Lifestyle measures in CIVITAS PLUS cities (2008-2012)

**Car Sharing**
- **UTRECHT**: +298% in car-sharing users in 3 months
- **BOLOGNA**: +43% in car-sharing membership cards
- **AALBORG**: 149 car-sharing subscribers after 1 year; 48,700km travelled by shared cars in the first year

**Car Pooling**
- **CRAIOVA**: 33 car used by participants (decreased from 122)
- **PERUGIA**: 9% converted from driving to car-pooling

**Public Bikes/Bike Sharing**
- **GDANSK**: +10% in cycling in the city modal split
- **SZCZECINEK**: 50 bicycles from 5 rental stations rented for 7,000 hours
- **DONOSTIA-SAN SEBASTIAN**: 5,678 bike-sharing user in 2012 (increased from 1,534 in 2008); +25% of trips by private bikes in 2010-2011 among the users

**2020 CIVITAS**
Cleaner and better transport in cities